Library Classroom Renovation! And bonus, a note on citizenship.

So, yesterday my son came home with his weekly citizenship report and he had 10 points docked. Written beside the -10 were the words “standing in chain,” which I took to mean that he wouldn’t stand in line but who calls a line a chain exactly and also: what, kind of school is this one with dungeons. period. question mark. Then it came to me. Chair! He stood in a chair! Whew. Hey teacher, leave those kids alone. But since everyone knows good, active citizens who vote and keep up-to-date with reliable news programming sit in chairs, I asked, “Did you stand in a chair?” “Hmm, not that I remember.” Non-memorable chair standing occurrence. Happens.

All this seamlessly relates with appropriate transitions like thus to our library classroom renovation (which is Room 123* for those keeping score) that will be happening in the month of May. But for realz, if you’ve sat in the mauve kindergarten chairs that are currently in there, you know they ain’t worthy of sitting or standing** or gliding. So, new chairs! More computers to boot! Technologie. Oui oui.

All to say: pardon our progress. It is so worth it.

*ABC is as easy as this room.

**Anyone caught standing in a classroom chair, new or old, will have 10 points deducted of the karmic variety.

New HD Video and Still Cameras to Check-Out, Boyz!
Market Your Fish Fry!

Continuing about my Little Chair-Stander*, I think: if only he would’ve had a camera to capture it. Then, his memory would be refreshed. Because, who knows, maybe there was a really good reason. A rodent, for example. Or the need to recite the Magna Carta. Or to announce something. Like what? Maybe, at heart, he wants to hold an annual fish fry with cheese grits and needs everybody to know. If only, say, he had a new HD video or still camera that he checked out from the library Circulation Desk for a period of 24 hours. Things would be different. So, don’t let this be you. Plus, YouTube calls-- and when it calls, you answer. All you need is your Nautilus Card. Come on, down, friends.

*See above. I apologize that these stories cannot stand alone. That it is just one story, masking itself as two, by the insertion of an arbitrary break.

There is More: We Now Have a Professional Studies Library!

What? Where? It happens to be where the Curriculum Materials Library (Bldg. 86) used to be only you won’t recognize it because it has gotten so-- as the librarian over there calls it-- Fancy-Pants! New computers and chairs and a SMART Board. But don’t fret! It is still equipped with the same super-smart helpful people which makes it the best of all worlds. So, if you are a Professional Studier (Education, Social Work, Criminal Justice), hop yourself over there and check it out. You might just have a new favorite place to add to your list of favorite places which includes that one magnolia tree spot.

Send questions, comments, and documented delinquencies to Britt McGowan at bmcgowan@uwf.edu